GUNN'S CAMP
FACT SHEET

Location:

Okavango Delta, Private concession adjacent to Moremi Reserve.

Rooms:

6 en-suite meru style tents (standalone bath and outdoor shower).

Type:

Water-based camp, game drives offered at low water levels.

Activities:

Game & bird walks offered year round. Half/full day mokoro trips,
motorboat cruises, wilderness camping. Seasonal game drives.

Vessels:

Motorboat & mokoro primarily, land cruisers for game drives.

Access:

Ntswi Airstrip is approximately 45 minute's drive from Gunn's Camp.
Ntswi Airstrip is approximately 20 minute's flight on light-aircraft
from Maun, and 1 hour 20 minute's flight from Kasane, provided there
are no other stops along the way.

Connectivity: Gunn's Camp, like all Kwando Safaris' camps, is proudly wifi-free and
network-free, offering you a pure safari experience.
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Overlooking the legendary Chief's Island and bordering the Moremi Game
Reserve, Gunn's Camp is one of the last few remaining luxury, vintage safari
camps. Set under leafy palms and African Ebony to blend naturally with its unique
surroundings, Gunn's Camp achieves a fine balance of comfort whilst embracing
the sights and sounds of the wilderness.

Your African experience starts with a flight transfer to the airstrip, over the southwestern Delta, taking in the magnificence of the winding, papyrus, fringed
channels that make up one of the world's greatest wetland wonders.

The accommodation offered at Gunn's Camp consists of 6 fully furnished, deluxe
meru style tents with en-suite bathrooms featuring standalone baths and outside
private showers. Set on raised platforms overlooking the delta plains, Gunn's Camp
is ideal for honeymooners or guests looking for a more intimate and personalized
safari experience. All 6 tents are discretely set within the densely treed island
ensuring privacy and tranquility. Each has been traditionally furnished with an
eclectic mixture of solid wood and African furniture and offers a lounge area as
well as a private veranda.

The accommodation is connected to the main camp via raised wooden walkway
crossing wetlands and magically lit by a series of fairylike lanterns. Guests have
access to the elevated bar, lounge, dining room, campfire boma, and swimming
pool.
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We operate our game drives using a guide and tracker, this adds to the experience
on two levels. You have two sets of eyes searching out the action, looking for tracks
– this ensures a good chance of sightings, especially predators. In addition, having
the tracker out front, concentrating on tracking, means that the guide is more able to
talk to clients, keep them informed and answer all their questions, it leads to a more
relaxed, convivial game drive atmosphere.

As Mma Dinare is in a private concession we have the opportunity to drive off road
in search of sightings and also it means we are able to drive at night with spotlights.

The mokoro trip is the quintessential delta experience. There is nothing more
relaxing than poling along the lagoon and channels with your guide, soaking up the
atmosphere and seeing things from a totally different perspective. The mokoro trip
is offered seasonally when water levels allow.

It is also possible to do guided walks year round. An area is chosen at the guide's
discretion and in keeping with safe distances from large herds of elephant and
buffalo. The distance and area for each walk may vary seasonally at the guides’
discretion
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Since this area normally receives floods last it contains some of the closest dryseason watering points for the game that spreads out towards Nxai and
Makgadikgadi Pans during the rains. Around this, there is a high density of game in
the dry season but since quite a lot of the reserve is mopane woodlands (a favourite
location for animals during the rains and early dry season) good game viewing
is expected all year round.

This river system attracts a wide variety of game. Familiar favourites include:
Elephant, Buffalo, Giraffe, Kudu, Impala, Tsessebe, Hippo, Crocodile, Genet,
Honey Badger and a host of Plains Game. Rare Antelope breeds including Roan,
Sable & Eland, not normally seen in the Okavango region, occur here. As the
Gomoti is the main water source in the area, Lion, Leopard, Cheetah and Wild
Dog come down to the riverside to drink and hunt, of course!

The locations and views are spectacular with the classic flooding of the Okavango
across the adjacent seasonal floodplains. For those keen on bird-watching, the
combination of the wetlands and the drier Acacia and Mopane veldt provide a
perfect habitat for a variety of aquatic species including Open Billed Storks,
Hammerkops, Egrets, Ibis and forest/savannah dwellers including Raptors, Shrikes,
Drongos, Sunbirds, Ground Hornbills and so on.

